
Your words and ideas here...

setting:

characters:

plot/no plot:

This is your exposition… 
the first of the five structural 

elements of plot.

Your words and ideas here...

What Happens 

to change the plot: 

This is your COMPLICATION… the second of 
the five structural elements of plot.

Step 2:
 

change the plot!

It should be something that makes 
matters worse, CONFUSING OR 

DANGEROUS for everyone involved!

Example:

—The lunch lady serves the students paper 
towels instead of food and pretends that 
nothing is wrong…

or…
—A student decides to go into the kitchen 
to help and the Principal thinks that he/she 
is the new cafeteria worker…

or…
—An asteroid crashes through the ceiling…

Step 1:

Choose a setting, characters, 

and a plot…

Example:

— School Cafeteria (setting)
— Lunch Lady and Students 

(characters)
— Cafeteria just ran out of food

(plot)

or… No plot!…

 — Kids are waiting for lunch… 

but you need to have

characters and a settinG!
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Step 3:

Create more problems by making 

the COMPLICATION into a crisis!

Example:

— Lunch Lady serves toilet paper, hand 
soap, and trash bags, still refusing to 
admit that what she is doing is wrong!
or…
— Principal asks Chef/Student to cook 
him something special for lunch!…
or…
— The asteroid begins to make one 
student dance uncontrollably, spilling 
his food everywhere!…

Your words and ideas here...

HOW THE COMPLICATION 
TURNS INTO A crisis:

THIS IS YOUR crisis, 
THE THIRD STRUCTURAL ELEMENT OF plot. 

Your words and ideas here...

how does the crisis 
turn into a CLIMAX?

CLIMAX is the  
THE fourth STRUCTURAL ELEMENT OF 

plot.

Step 4:

Turn the crisis into a CLIMAX!

Example:

— Student starts to shake the Lunch Lady 
to break her from her trance, and for a 
second she stops, and seems sane…
or…
— Principal is about to eat the Chef/
Student’s special lunch, but before he 
can bite into it, his walkie-talkie beeps…
or…
— Student knocks into everyone, spilling 
their lunches too, when suddenly the 
Principal enters and screams at the 
Student to stop…

Step 5:

Surprise your audience with how it 

ends — your RESOLUTION!

Example:

— Lunch Lady says “I’m so sorry, I 
almost forgot…” and puts a sponge on a 
plate — “Dessert!”
—Principal hears on Walkie-talkie about a 
student pretending to be a cook, asks 
chef/student to help him find the culprit, 
they leave together
— Principal yells stop but instead of 
being mad at him for making the mess, 
tells him he’s not doing it right and 
shows him how

Your words and ideas here...

What is the surprise of

the RESOLUTION!

You’ve just written a comedy sketch!


